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REVIVES WAR 
ON GUILLOTINE 

Landru Execution Cause of Re
newed Agitation in France. 

HAS OPERATED 130 YEARS 
Abolition of Capital Punishment or 

That Guillotining Take Place in Pri
vate, la Being Demanded—Man 
Whoee Name It Bears Had Nothing 
to Do With the Construction of the 
Sinister Machine—Claimed Many 
Victims During the Revolution. 

Through the publicity given to the 
Landru execution, notice has again 
been attracted to the guillotine, and 
the Socialist papers, of which there 
are a number in Paris, are demanding 
abolition of capital punishment or that 
guillotinings take place in the privacy 
of prison. 

In fact the public is not admitted 
to executions, except when there is 
laxity on the part of the local offi
cials, the publicity being due to the 
presence of reporters. It Is urged that 
reporters should not be required to 
attend such functions, as the public 
would accept as accurate any prison 
governor's announcement that a man 
had been guillotined without assurance 
by newspaper men. 

Operates 130 Years. 
In a few weeks the guillotine will 

have operated for 130 years in 
France. Before the Revolution, con
demned persons were put to death in 
various ways. In some cases bones 
were broken by blows from an iron 
bar. Others were made to die in 
agony on the wheel. Many nobles 
were decapitated with the sword. The 
majority, however, were hanged. In 
1790, a humanitarian, Doctor Guillo-
tin, procured the issuance of a decree 
that a criminal should be decapitated 
by a simple machine with a knife, 
"which should fall like the thunder." 
Actually, Guillotin, who was a profes
sor of anatomy in the Paris School of 
Medicine, had nothing to do witil the 
construction of the sinister machine, 
and he died of chagrin because his 
name was given to it. \ 

A German harpsichord maker 
named Schmidt built the first guillo
tine under the direction- of Doctor 
Louis, secretary of the Academy of 
Surgery. Louis XVI, who prided him
self on his skill as a locksmith and 
his knowledge of mechanics, is said 
to have advised the adoption of the tri
angular form of knife instead of the 
scythe-shape of the original design. 
This story of the king, who was sub
sequently to lose his head on the guil
lotine, is discredited in many quar
ters, although it appears In the 
"Memoirs" of Samson, one of the great 
hangmen. 

Crowds in First. 
To the first guillotining, which took 

place in 1792 on the Place de Greve, 
the people of Paris thronged In 
crowds. At the swift end of Nicholas 
Pelletier, a footpad who had robbed 
and stabbed to death a traveler, they 
clapped their hands with satisfaction. 
After that the guillotine was kept 
busy. From August, 1792, to July, 
1794, 2,632 persons were beheaded, in
cluding 334 women. 

In recent years the amount of guil
lotining has largely depended on the 
personal views of the President of the 
moment. Thirty years ago President 
Garnot executed everybody who had 
been sentenced to death. Then Presi
dent Fallieres went to the other ex
treme, being opposed to guillotining 
anybody. This led to an outcry, in 
consequence of which criminals guilty 
of particularly brutal murders escaped 
the penalty. From 1912 the death ma
chine has worked with regularity. 

But there has always been a latent 
hostility and the Landru case has 
brought it to the surface. In addition 
to the cry for abolition of capital pun
ishment there is a demand for certi
tude that a man is guilty before being 
beheaded, and in Landru's case cer
titude was not established. 

EXTEND AIR ROUTES 

All Nations Making Effort to De
velop Civil Aviation. 

WELL-TRAINED DOG 

Would Not Give Up Postal Missive 
on Which 10 Cents Was Due. 

A story offered by Charles W. Jeffer
son, postmaster of Federalsburg, Va., 
is vouched for by Sewell Noble and 
concerns the sagacity of the former's 
pet terrier Rex. ; 

Jefferson has trained the animal so 
that if some one across the street 
from the postoffice calls for his mail 
he places it in the dog's mouth, points 
to the. recipient and the dog trots 
over to deliver i t 

Not long ago Noble availed himself 
of the "free' delivery being across the 
street, and Rex ambled over with one 
letter in his teeth, but instead of giv
ing it to the owner as usual he backed 
off and growled when Noble tried to 
take the missive. 

Puzzled, the postmaster went across 
to the recalcitrant dog,'only, to "find 
that, without noticing it, he had given 
the terrier a special delivery letter on 
which was due 10 cents. On Noble's 

, throwing a dime on the sidewalk, Rex 
promptly yielded the letter as his mas
ter retrieved the fee. .-^ , ,1 ' 

British Observer Says 1922 Appears 
to Be Crucial Year in the Exten

sion of Commercial Airv a y s -
Air Travel Popular. 

London.—All countries are making 
great efforts to extend their commer
cial airways this year, writes Maj. W. 
T. Bloke, the aeronautical correspond
ent of the Daily News. Indeed, 1922 
appears ttoe crucial .yeas lor civil aVi-
a t i O n . *>""7"T — ~—^— -,-—.-. -;:•. -

In addition to new air* service in 
England from London to Manchester 
and from London to Ireland, two new 
companies have been approvd by the 
air ministry to operate continental 
services. Of these Daimler Hire, Ltd., 
will operate between London! and 
Paris with a possible extension to 
Switzerland, whilst between London 
and Brussels the Aerial Routes syn
dicate, Ltd., proposes to operate. 

The Instone Air line and Handley 
Page Transport will continue their 
services to Paris, whilst one or the 
other will probably start operations on 
the Dutch route. 

France, in addition to maintaining 
her present services to London, Brus
sels, Amsterdam, Czechoslovakia, 
Warsaw, Morocco, etc., has arranged 
to open up the route from Prague to 
Constantinople via Budapest and 
Bucharest. This will be a branch of 
the Paris-Warsaw service, the junc
tion being Prague. A second route to 
Constantinople also will be opened up 
by the company, which at present op
erates the service from Bordeaux-Tou
louse, Montpelier. This service will be 
definitely extended to Marseilles and 
Genoa, and will continue to Constanti
nople if. circumstances warrant a 
further extension. 

Denmark has recently sent a mis
sion to Germany with a view to inves
tigating the possibilities of purchasing 
large passenger-carrying machines for 
the opening up of various Scandinavi
an routes. 

Portugal—which so far has dis
played little practical interest in com
mercial flying—is opening up a service 
frojn Lisbon to Paris, via Valladolid 
and Bordeaux. The capital of this 
company is two million escudos, at the 
normal rate of exchange about £375,000. 
This will, of course, bring London into 
direct aerial communication, with Lis
bon.- Other Portuguese air services 
contemplated are from Lisbon to 
Oporto; from Lisbon to Madrid; from 
Lisbon to Faro. 

Additional links in the European 
system which are being opened up by 
various companies will enable the 
aerial traveler to proceed from Lon
don to Algeria via Paris and Marseilles 
and from London to Morocco via 
Paris, Toulouse and Barcelona.' The 
new Portuguese route will give a di
rect service between London and Lis
bon and the new French servicer will 
give a direct route from London to 
Constantinople. 
" England is already linked up by air 
with. Brussels, Amsterdam, Copenha
gen and Berlin, so that there are now 
very few European capitals which can
not be reached by regular air services 
in, at the outside, two days' air travel. 

TEST EYES OF MILUON KIDS 

Vision of All Pupils In New York Pub
lic Schools Examined in One 

Day by Physicians. 

New York.—Nearly 1,000,000 boys-
and girls of New York's public schools 
had their eyes tested in one day 
recently. It was health day in 
the schools, and the Eyesight 
Conservation Council of America co
operated with the school authorities in 
arranging the wholesale eye testing, 
and distributed 50,000 copies of a pam
phlet on the care of the eyes. 

Teachers in the schools will co
operate in the examinations for de
fects of vision. Ears, teeth, nutrition 
and nasal breathing will also be tested. 

Goes Too Far for Death DaU, 
New York.—Seeking data for his 

book, "The Hereafter," Thomas W. 
Wegglelus of Brooklyn,a twenty-three-
year-old chemist, swallowed what he 
thought was just enough anaesthetic 
to take him to death's portals. The 
book will^never be. finished for young 
Wegglelus miscalculated the dose and* 
the portals swung wide for him. 

Radio Concerts on N. Y. Tugboats. 
x&g Radio concerts on tugboats operat-

8EAJ$®?'^in* to the harborvat New York city 
•"s^jy'i^yrfJl make the sailors work faster and 

provide entertainment during idle mo
ments, says a Statement from the of
fices of the New York towboat ex
change. 
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I Earth-Slip Moved { 
i ^ Whole Town 11 Feet { 
' S Renton, Wash.—Residents of £ 
0 Cedar Falls, a mountain town 0 
* forty miles from Puget sound, { 
i were terrorized recently when * 
* the entire place moved eleven 
0 feet toward Cedar Lake. Should ' 
* the slide continue it will mean 4 
* the loss of all property and the J 
\ abandonment of the town site, 4 
4 It has been found that the day \ 
' formation upon which the form- 4 
* dations are erected lies in a ' 
' slanting rock strata of extreme * 
' smoothness. There is really \ 
0 nothing but the weight of the ' 
{ clqy subsoil to keep it balanced. ' 
0 The winter's deep frost and a ' 
' supposed earthquake shock may \ 
0 have been cause of the earth- ' 
J slip. As every section Of the 0 
4 town moved exactly the same di- t 
\ rection and space the only dam- 0 
4 age was a few broken window \ 
J lights. . . N . g*# 

DISTANCES OF 
STARS MEASURED 

New Method Being Employed by 
' Astronomers at Harvard: 

College Observatory. 

BASED ON STUDY OF SPECTRUM 
Vast Collection of Photographs Novt 

Being Used and Exact Figures 
_ . — . Np Longer Depend on_"'? 

Old System* 

Cambridge, Mass.—The distance* 
from the earth of hundreds of stars 
are now being measured for the first 
time at Harvard College Observatory 
by recently developed methods based 
upon a study of the spectrum. It has 
been found that the huge collection 
of photographs of star spectra, as
sembled at Harvard during the past 
generation and numbering over 300,-
000 plates, can be put to a new use 
in determining the distance of stars, 
and the work of measurement is. go
ing ahead rapidly. 

Many of the vast number of stars 
whose distances are still unknown are 
the bright, comDaratively nearby 
southern stars, because nearly all the 
observatories where stellar distances 
are measured are located in the norths 
ern hemisphere. The Harvard astron
omers are therefore concentrating 
much of their attention upon photo
graphs . of southern stars at the Har
vard station at Arequipa, Peru. 

• New Method. 
The new methods of measuring the 

distance of a star by a study of its 
spectrum are based upon discoveries 
by a number of astronomers. A re
markable contribution to the subject 
has been made* by Dr. Megh Nad Saha, 
an East Indian, who is assistant pro
fessor of physics in the University of 
Calcutta. 

Until recently the only available 
method for measuring star distances 
has been the parallax method, which 
consists of triangulation, using ^the 
diameter of the earth's orbit as a base 
line. In other words, observations of 
a star are made at intervals of about 
six months. During this period of six 
months the observer is carried by the 
motion of the earth to a point some 
186 million miles from tfiat of hi? TBrst 
observation, and using this distance 
as a base line he can work out the 
distances of the nearer stars. 

Almost all the stars, however, are 
so vastly remote from the earth that 
even with a base line of 186 million 
miles their distances cannot be trian
gulated. 

It is for these more distant stars 
that the new methods are used. At 
the Mount Wilson observatory, W. S* 
Adams and his associates have suc
ceeded in developing a procedure de
pending on the lines in the spectra of 
stars as photographed with large tele
scopes fitted out with powerful spec
troscopes. The lines are due to the 
absorption of light from the star's 
surface by the clouds of iron, nickel, 
calcium- and other elements that form 
its atmosphere. Dr. Bertil Lindblad 
has provided another method, based 
upon the examination of. the so-called 
"cyanogen" bands in the spectra. 
These new methods have been care
fully checked by the older ones. 

The Next Problem. : i 

Now that methods of measuring 
star distances from a study of spec
tra have been worked out, standard
ized and checked, the next problem is 
to apply these methods to those thou
sands of stars whose distances are 
still unknown. One of the funda
mental tasks of astronomy is to de
termine how the stars are distributed 
through space, and this can'never be 
known until the distances are meas
ured. 

It is this task of applying the new 
methods for which the Harvard col
lection of photographs of stellar spec
tra has been found to furnish ex
cellent material. To give a single ex
ample, photographs made at Cam
bridge thirty-five years ago give the 
distance of Alpha Ursae Majoris, one 
of the "pointers" in the big dipper,' 
as about seventy-two light years. In' 
other words the light now coming in 
from that star began its Journey about 
1850, and the light photographed on 
the Harvard plates in 1887 started in 
1815. ' ? -

Cuts Letter From'Alphabet. 
Sofia.—Determination by the govern

ment to eliminate a single letter in the 
Bulgarian alphabet was responsible 
for student riots here. 

Wine Cellar Walled Up 
Three Decades Ago Found 

~- Boston.—A wine cellar, Includ
ing Maryland rye, Kentucky 
bourbon and other .good liquor, 
has been "unwalled" by laborers 
raising the old Studio building. 
Tremont and Broomfield streets, 
famed as the city's "inner tem
ple of the fine arts." ^ F / — ^ 

It is believed that the care
fully stored liquor was the prop
erty of George SneU, a noted 
architect and clubman of the 
city, who died three decades ago, 
failing to mention en his death
bed _ his .precaution against 
drought The cellar was., walled 
up in the foundations. 
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DRIVE OUT BUSS REDS 

Persians Rid Their Country of 
Last of Communists. 

Failure of Bolshevik Invasion of Per* 
sia Attributed to Quarrels of Three 

Bandit Chiefs—Russians Are 
Rather Cynical. 

Baku, Azerbaijan.—The last of the 
Russian communists have arrived here 
from Persia, fleeing before the troops 
of the shah, under the general direc
tion of the prime, minister, Ghavamos 
Saltane, who demanded that the terms 
of the Anglo-Russiqn-treaty for both 
nations to lot-Pensny work out her 
own destiny be observed! 

Rotstein, the soviet, ambassador to 
Teheran, has been sent home, among 
others. 

The invasion of Persia was under
taken in 1926, the Russian communists 
co-operating with three revolutionary 
bandit chiefs of Persia—Ehsanella, 
Kutchlk and Haidar. 

The failure of the movement Is at
tributed here to quarrels between the 
three bandit chiefs. V 

Now that the effort ©f soviet Russia 
to sovietize Persia f has definitely 
failed, the Russians are taking a rath
er impartial if not cynical view of the 
events during the. last year. They 
maintain that Jhe 60 or so little shahs, 
or feudalist landlords,; each with his 
court and army, continue to .weaken 
the central government by their quar
rels and ambitions, and that, so long as 
they have any power, no nationalist 
movement is possible arid Persia will 
remain almost in the same condition 
as England of centuries ago under the 
barons. 

Aside from the Anglos-Russian treaty, 
a'multitude of reasons are given for 
the Red failure in Persia. One is that 
the soviet freedom to women, Includ
ing abandoning of the chadrah, or veil, 
pleased the women, but not their hus
bands, and made many enemies for 
the soviet. 

Another reason was-that the Rus
sians mistook the feudalists for re
formers. These persons were ready 
for any revolution th$t would over
throw the power of f ie shah, until 
they realized that communism would 
wreck their own estates. 

The merchant .class at first welcomed 
the communists, only later to grow 
cold, as they saw the fruits of a divi
sion of property, house requisitions 
and other odds and ends-of commu
nism. : ,!.'_, .'•' . ...:• t;%.i. , ,_..._. ._ 

Yet another reason was that the 
peasants themselves, trained in the 
Islamic law to respect property, re
fused to accept a division of land be
longing to their landlords. 

PROtEST HIP-HIGH TURNSTILE 

TO BUILD CANAL 
FOB HOLY LAND 

Zionist Organization Resurrects 
Plan Brought Out by Duke 

of Sutherland. 

DIVIDED INTO TWO SECTIONS 

Liquor Flasks Are Imperiled in Rush 
Home Unless Owners Walk 

Backward. . 

New York.—"They save your time," 
apologized the subway management in 
placards to their patrons when turn
stiles turned by a "nickle-in-the-slot" 
were installed recently at all stations. 

"But they lost your liquor," pro
tested those patrons" who were ac
customed to carrying something "on 
the hip." 

The inventor of the turnstiles made 
the, mistake of making them hip high 
and scores of full flasks were broken 
in their owners' pockets when they 
failed to step lively enough. But pro
tests to the management were unavail
ing, and the only satisfaction the vic
tims got was the advice to walk out 
backward. 

PEKING USING POLICEWOMEN 

Feminine Officials Are, Employed to 
Cope With Smuggling 

: ; ^ by Own Sex. 

Peking.—Woman police are the lat
est addition to the Peking force, which 
has the reputation of being exception
ally good and easily comparable with 
police forces in the cities of foreign 
countries. It was found that in the 
Hatamen Octroi that goods were being 
smuggled past the police by women, 
and in order to cope with the situation 
the ranks of the police in the district 
were augmented by ten policewomen. 
No report has yet been issued as to 
the success of this experiment, which 
marks the opening of a new field of 
work for the women of China. -

Bore Into Big Hawaiian Volcano. 
Honolulu. — Extensive drilling into 

the great active volcano of Kilauea, 
on the island of Hawaii, will be under
taken during 1922 in an endeavor to 
determine the heat of the volcano, the 
quantity of steam underneath, the 
mineral constituents and the solution 
of other related questions, Prof. T. A. 
Jaggar, Jr., government volcanologist 
at Hawaii, announced. ._ 7 .:.-_ 

Ranchmen Chase Wolf 
20 Miles to Rope Him 

Miles City, Mont—Bud and 
Sol Nichols, ranchmen, discov
ered a wolf trying to "cut off" 
a calf from a herd of cattle. 
Recognizing the wolf as one 
that had been terrorizing cattle 
herds for. several seasons, the 
brothers took after the amimal 
on -horseback. The wolf, a large 
gray one, gave them a chase of 
twenty-miles,-but the ranchers 
stuck on his.trail rind finally 
succeeded in roping kuiC This 
feat stands alone in the history 
of wolf hunting in this section. 

Proposed Cut Would Open Trade Route 
by Way of Sea of Galilee and 

Jordan Valley—Would 
Increase Humidity. 

Jerusalem. —The Zionist organiza
tion has resurrected the old plan of 
constructing a 250-mile canal through 
Palestine as a supplement to the Suez 
canal. This^project was first brought 
out twenty-five years ago by the late 
duke of Sutherland, but was burled 
unceremoniously by« Sultan Abdul 
Hamid because of his opposition to 
progress. 

Traffic through the Suez canal has 
become so congested these days that 
it is claimed an alternate canal route 
is required. Zionist leaders have be
come convinced that the ever-expand
ing trade relations between continen
tal Europe and the Far East have 
reached such dimensions that a canal 
in Palestine would fill an urgent need 
and reap untold commercial benefits 
for Palestine. 

Canal in Two Sections. 
As planned by P. A. Maier of Hol

land, its ardent supporter, the canal 
would be divided into two sections, one 
of which would extend from Haifa, on 
the Mediterranean, to Afuleh, on the 
Lake of Tiberias, or Sea of Galilee. 

Then there would be an intervening 
part to be formed by a proposed Jor
dan lake to extend from the Lake of 
Tiberias toward the Dead sea. This 
would be filled with Mediterranean sea 
water. Having, crossed the Dead sea 
the canal would begin again at Ara-
bah, at the foot of the sea, and extend 
to Akabah, giving access to the Red 
sea. 

While the building of such a canal 
would necessitate the submergence of 
a considerable tract of fertile "land as 
well as a few towns and villages (along 
the Jordan), its champions claim that 
the advantages would far outbalance^ 
the loss. , 

Would-Increase Humidity. 
It is claimed that the proposed Jor

dan lake would increase the humidity 
of all Palestine, which now suffers 
from excessive heat and dryness, thus 
improving the climate as well as the 
vegetation. Also, it is asserted, the 
Jordan valley and the desert lying to 
the east with the prairies south of 
Houran, owing to the increased area 
of water, would become great centers 
for colonization and development. 

With these climatic benefits must be 
reckoned the commercial possibilities 
in the scheme. Haifa might become a 
second Port Said, a touching place to 
ships of all nations. Raw materials 
from Europe and America, so much 
needed for the building up of indus
trial enterprises in Palestine, and 
which now are being held back due 
to scarcity of calling ships, would be
gin to flow more freely. 

Thus, it is claimed, there would be 
opened up to the residents of Pales
tine great industrial opportunities. 

BONUSES CAME EASY 

Frenchman Quits Baking to Live 
on Soft Money. 

KING'S CHAIR ON WHISKY BOX 

Feisul of Irak Has Gorgeous Installa
tion—^Denouement Startles the 

Multitude. 

London.—At the installation of King 
Feisul of Irak nothing was left undone 
to produce the atmosphere necessary 
for such an occasion in the country of 
the Caliphs of Bagdad. The throne— 
or rather the chair of stater—is a 
masterpiece in scarlet rep, tinsel and 
gilt. 

After the ceremony, which, it will be 
remembered, was an "open air affair, 
the ritual required that the throne 
should be removed. A stalwart Ethi
opian raised it above his head and 
bore it away past the assembled mul
titude. 
' Thefri,'.;and.'then1 only, was the naked

ness of ̂ the land apparent. The frame 
beneath the seat was simple deal, and 
across the boarding was the legend 
in stencil of a firm that exports 
Scotch whisky. 

"DEAD"-EAGLE KILLS SOLDIER 

Bird's Claws Clutch Trigger of Gun 
in Struggle, Fatally Shooting 

Owner. 

Santiago, Chile.—A story of a sol
dier's fatal struggle with a huge eagle 
in a mountain pass near Los Andes is 
told by the newspapers here. The sol
dier shot the eagle and, thinking he 
had killed it, approached, but the bird 
had only suffered a broken wing and 
furiously attacked him. 
|. In the struggle which followed the 
eagle's claws clutched-the trigger of 
the soldier's gunf which was dis
charged, the bullet entering the man's 
body. He died in the arms of his com
panions, who took his body, and also 
the wounded eagle, to Los Andes. . 

Bride Wants to Grow P i e s . ^ $ 
Legrange, O. — Uxtra! Help!" A 

young bride from Cleveland inquired 
about pie plants while visiting her 
aunt here. "We like pies. I'd like to 
see what kind of pies grow*'4 If we 
like them we will want, some of the 

I pie plants in the spring" the bride 
from the nation's '"fifth city" tola her 
aunt. / 

Found That Regimental Accounts 
Were Behind and Collected 35,000 

Francs Before Crooked Work 
Was Discovered. 

Paris.—In prewar days there was a 
baker in Paris as honest as a baker 
could be. Then he went to the front 
and fought well, receiving two wounds 
and two mentions in army dispatches. 
When he came home he found work 
hard to get, but that would not have 
interfered with his honesty except for ! 
the good or bad luck of getting paid J 
his demobilization bonus twice over. 
He kept both and began to think. 

If two bonuses were sent to him 
there was no logical reason why three 
or four, or forty, might not equally 
well come his way, so he wrote ta his 
former regiment complaining that he 
had not received his. bonus, and be
cause regimental accounts were not up 
to date, as has happened before, a 
third bonus was sent to him. He 
thought no more of baking bread. 

He wrote to the appropriate depart
ment, saying that he had lost his mili
tary papers and might new identity 
papers be sent to him. They were. 
Then he wrote to other regiments— 
dozens of other regiments—complain
ing that his bonus had never been 
sent to him, and let them send it and 
be quick about it or the ministry of 
war would hear about it. 

Some regimental accounts were 
properly kept and up to date. These 
took np notice or wrote in reply that 
he had mistaken his regiment. Others, 
with less clear consciences, sent the 
bonus by return. In two years the 
hero "cr̂ pok" baker made no less than 
35,000 francs out of the fears of quar
termaster sergeants and the like. Then 
the crash came, and now he is in 
prison awaiting his fate. 

RAGE ANTEDATES 
CUFF DWELLERS 

Harvard University Explorers 
Make Interesting Discovery 

in Northeastern Arizona. 

SELLS CORN 5 CENTS KERNEL 

Washington Farmer Develops Gigantic 
- Type of Grain by Careful 

Selection. 

Prosser, Wash.—-J. Dl Sutton, a well-
known farmer residing near Byron, is 
selling seed corn at 5 cents per kernel. 
It is a species of huge growth de
veloped within the confines of Sutton's 
farm. - " -••->-•'."-• .1--. 

Last fall in county fairs around the 
northwest, Sutton took first prizes 
with twenty-five stalks of this corn, 
most of which were between twenty-
one and twenty-four feet high. Each 
stock, some as large as a man's fore
arm, maintained several huge ears of 
corn. 

He received a letter from an eastern 
seed house asking for facts regarding 
his monster cornstalks. By corre
spondence he found it to be valuable 
and soon received an offer amounting 
to about 5 cents per kernel. Sutton 
developed-the tall, heavy fodder corn 
by growing on rich bottom land and 
each season saving for seed only the 
earliest and largest specimens of ears. 

PRAISE NEW PEACE DOLLAR 

Assay Commissioners Also Find Unit
ed States Coins of 1921 

Up to Standard. 

Washington.—7 All United States 
coins of 1921 have successfully passed 
their official examination, according to 
the report completed -tonight by the 
annual assay commission appointed by 
President Harding to test the year's 
coinage. 

Examination of the 1921 coins was 
made at the Philadelphia mint, the 
commission testing a number of pieces 
out of each batch of metal melted for 
coinage during the year and reporting 
that all of them were found to be fully 
within the requirements of the law. 

Resolutions commending the opera
tion of the mint and: the new standard 
silver peace dollar were adopted by 
the commission, which noted with ap
proval the coinage of "a silver dollar 
commemorative of the peace following 
the World war, thus completing the 
redesigning of the entire silver coin
age of the government; and also that 
the designs of the new coinage have 
now been brought to a state of artistic 
excellence compared with the best 
coinage of existing nations." 

The commission is headed by Con
troller of the Currency Crissinger. 

Called Isle ef Ignorance. 
London.—Bardesy, a little island off 

the. Welsh coast, near Pwllheli, has 
been ^described as the 'Island of igno
rance," for it is only just recently that 
men of the age of thirty-four have be
gun, to go to school. Up to three years 
ago the Inhabitants believed in ghosts 
and fairies. Now they are to have the 
services of a minister of religion and 
a school teacher. ,'// 
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Repentant Robber Is m:* 
Given $5 by Victim 

-A repentant thief who returned 
to apologize after being put 
to flight with a revolver, was 
given $5 by Frank Harris, a 
tailor, of Freeport, HI., who was 
attacked by the would-be bur
glar. Harris chased the man 
away and a half hour later the 
bandit reappeared, begging for
giveness and saying he was pen
niless. Harris gave him $5, to 
help him along. >-C'^i 

RELICS ABE WELL PRESERVED 
Ancient People Were Intermediate in 
, Development Between Basket 

Makers and the Pueblo 
Cliff Dwellers. 

Cambridge, Mass. — Explorations 
made by the Peabody museum of 
Harvard in the Marsh pass region of 
northeastern Arizona have resulted in 
the discovery of the remains of an 
ancient people who once inhabited 
that section and were intermediate in 
development between the basket 
makers, the earliest race known to 
have lived in that region, and the 
Pueblo cliff dwellers, whose remark
able stone villages along the Arizona 
cliffs have attracted wide-spread in
terest. 

The Harvard expeditions to this 
semi-desert region, over 100 miles 
from the,nearest railroad, were be
gun in 1914 by A. V. Kidder and Sam
uel J. Guernsey of the Peabody mu
seum staff, and were later continued 
under the sole direction of Mr. Guern
sey. Prior to 1914, commercial col
lectors had found traces ,pf the bas
ket makers, but facts about these 
earliest people of the region had never 
been secured by trained archaeologists 
until the Harvard expeditions began. 

Preceded the Cliff Dwellers. 
These expeditions have not only 

contributed a mass of information 
concerning the basket makers but now 
show the existence of a people who 
followed the basket makers in point 
of time, but preceded the cliff dwellers. 

The post-basket makers, as these 
newly discovered people are called, 
resemble the basket makers in many 
particulars, but were clearly in a later 
stage of development. The basket 
makers had no permanent dwellings, 
whereas these later people had stone 
houses in caves and in the open. They 
also had pottery, crude in some re
spects, but with the beginnings of 
decoration, and some of it was fired. 
This is the earliest pottery known to 
have been made in"the southwest. 

Instead of burying their dead in 
caves, as did the basket makers, they 
seem to have lived in the caves and 
to have conducted their burials In the 
open. Their more settled life is at
tributed to their success in agricul
ture. They grew corn or a primitive 
variety. 

Skulls Long Instead of Round. 
Skeletons show that both the basket 

makers and these successors had rath
er long skulls, whereas the cliff dwell
ers who followed them were a round-
headed race and always had the back 
of the skull artificially flattened by 
the hard board headrest of the. cra
dles in which the babies were placed. 

The relationship of these various 
peoples Is still a matter of doubt. It 
is believed the post-basket makers 
probably were descendants of the bas
ket makers, but whether they in turn 
were ancestors of the cliff dwellers is 
not certain. It seems doubtful on ac
count of the marked difference in the 
shape. of the head, even aside from 
artificial flattening. 

The basket makers had dogs. The 
mummified remains of two were found 
during the Harvard explorations and 
are now on exhibition at the Peabody 
museum along with a quantity of 
other objects illustrative of basket 
maker life. 

Many of the objects found in the 
dry caves in this region are in an ex
traordinary state of preservation, on 
account of the dryness of the climate, 
despite their great age. " 

How many thousand years ago 
these primitive people lived in north
eastern Arizona is unknown, or how 
they were related to the Indians of 
the present day. The scientific study 
of the region is still in its early stages. 

; Italians Scoop Up Earth 
From Roosevelt's Grave : 

Oyster Bay, L. L—Four Ital
ians got off the 2:30 train at 
Oyster Bay one afternoon, in
quired the way to Young's ceme
tery and plodded the mile and a 
half up the hill to the.grave of 
Colonel Roosevelt. 

They crossed themselves, knelt 
in prayer a moment, crossed 
themselves again and placed 
flowers on the grave. Then they 
astounded the attendant by 
scraping away the snow from a 
spot near the railing and goug
ing out frozen earth with their 
fingers, stuffing it into their 
overcoat pockets. " 

"What's the idea V demanded 
the attendant, strolling over to 
them. 

"This week," the spokesman 
of the quartette explained, "we 
go back to Italy. We loved Colo
nel Roosevelt Colonel Roose
velt loved Italy. All Italians 
love him. We take back with us 
this earth from his grave and 
all our families will be glad to 
get a little of it." ' -̂  / -* 

The attendant said no'Wrev 
It was learned that the four pil
grims, came from Chicago, where 
they had lived for 20 yean. 
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